
Cybersecurity-as-a-Service (Cs-a-a-S)
The one-stop service you need for cybersecurity
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|  Addressing the elephant in the room: Taking cybersecurity on your 
   own is not easy   

Standalone security measures and solutions are no longer working against sophisticated threat 
actors who are using complex strategies to bypass defenses. You need enterprise-grade security fully 
managed by experts that you can count on but you are facing challenges like:

A tight 
budget

Lack of 
resources 

and expertise

Technological 
Complexity 

Increasing attacks 
that are targeted 
and more sophisticated

Increasing 
cost of 
security 
solutions 

DATASHEET



24/7 SOC - continuous monitoring with a dedicated cyber army
Extend your team with dedicated threat hunters, incident responders, devSecOp 
experts etc

20+ Real-time Dashboards
Gain complete visibility and control over your SecOps with easy to use 
dashboards 

100% vendor agnostic, integrates easily with Firewall, Endpoint, EDR, XDR, etc
A platform that lets you make most of all your existing investments on the go

|  Next level Detection

AI/ML-based Threat Platform: SIEM/MDR
Highly robust AI/ML platform that automatically detects threats with threat intel 
and SOAR 

Dark Web Monitoring
Catch perpetrators from unknown corners of the dark web

Proactive Threat Hunting
Hunt down threats before they make their move with expert threat hunters

24/7 SOC - continuous monitoring with a dedicated cyber army
Extend your team with dedicated threat hunters, incident responders, devSecOp 
experts etc

20+ Real-time Dashboards
Gain complete visibility and control over your SecOps with easy to use 
dashboards 

100% vendor agnostic, integrates easily with Firewall, Endpoint, EDR, XDR, etc
A platform that lets you make most of all your existing investments on the go

Expert-led Investigation
Investigate with expert driven triage and context based and root cause analysis of 
alerts 
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|  Why go for many {licenses, vendors, services, solutions etc.} when all 
   you need is one?

Now you must be thinking “How is it possible for small and medium businesses to get a cybersecurity 
service that is tailored to their needs?” We are here to solve that. We have come up with a holistic 
service that caters to all your cybersecurity goals through a single service. Here is what you get:

|  Manage & Monitor with Ease 

Multi-tenancy feature
Fulfill the cybersecurity needs of multiple tenants through a single platform 
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24/7 SOC - continuous monitoring with a dedicated cyber army
Extend your team with dedicated threat hunters, incident responders, devSecOp 
experts etc

Human led hands on responses
Leverage human expertise in incident response for enhanced precision in threat 
combat

|  End-to-end Compliance

Complete posture enhancement
Achieve compliance with improved security posture with Assessment 
+Implementation +Monitoring by cybersecurity experts. 

Compliance friendly reports
Gain multi-source evidence and reports across IT infrastructure for smooth 
compliance achievement. 

Vulnerability Assessment & Penetration Testing (VAPT)
Seamless identification and treatment of vulnerabilities and threats across IT 
infrastructure

Security Awareness Training
Close knowledge and awareness gaps with compliance specific training 
modules and materials

|  Quick and Precise Response

Full Cycle Incident Response (Unmetered)
Stay protected from cyber attacks with full cycle incident response for 
unlimited incidents

Playbook based automated responses
Detailed work flows prepared by threat experts that automate response 
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Experience enterprise-grade security 
tailored to your budget and scope

|  The benefits? 
Here are 6 business benefits worth considering

2 ) Achievement of governance risk and compliance goals
 

By taking steps to improve the baseline posture of your organization, implementing best practices in 
cybersecurity, conducting security assessments, and providing dedicated support for round-the-
clock protection, we help you achieve all your governance, risk, and compliance goals. 

6) 24x7 protection against attacks like data breaches and ransomware
Cyber attacks can leave your business paralyzed from operating, causing data loss, reputational 
damage, or worse, loss of business. We offer round-the-clock protection against breaches, 
ransomware, and other cyber incidents through an unmetered incident response as a part of this 
service so you can carve growth for your business without disruption from cyber attacks.

3) No hidden or add-on costs on deployment 

4) Improves your brand reputation

Unlike many others who often charge you add-on or hidden costs on deployment, we offer free 
deployment and commissioning services as a part of our cybersecurity as a service. And we don’t 
take much of your productive time since our deployment is completely undisruptive so you save both 
time and money through our service.  

5) Gives you centralized visibility and control of security

With improved posture, enhanced protection of all your customer and employee data, and 
adherence to some of the world-class compliance standards, we ensure that you get the best in class 
security. It will assist you in improving your brand reputation significantly among your stakeholders 
who are looking for such aspects before doing business with you. 

We offer an open architecture platform with an easy-to-use dashboard that gives you a centralized 
view and control of all the security operations across your IT infrastructure. You needn’t worry 
anymore about managing multiple things for security with a dashboard that gives you the flexibility 
and insights to make decisions well-informed!

1 ) Enhances your cybersecurity posture 
We identify and implement some of the best cybersecurity practices. We engage in a comprehensive 
assessment of your posture for vulnerabilities & weaknesses and offer guidance for treatment. It 
assists with the overall cybersecurity posture improvement by augmenting your monitoring, 
detection, and response capabilities.

Connect With Experts

https://sharkstriker.com/contact-us/
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Phone: +1 925 5321900
Email: sales@sharkstriker.com
Website: www.sharkstriker.com

|  About SharkStriker
SharkStriker is a trailblazing cybersecurity services vendor with a mission to simplify cybersecurity for 
its partners across industries through its technologically driven human-led open architecture platform 
STRIEGO. It seeks to cater to some of the industry's most immediate challenges such as siloed 
cybersecurity,  increasing cost of cybersecurity solutions, changing regulatory environment, and 
increasing reliance on multiple vendors for multiple aspects of cybersecurity and compliance.    

With STRIEGO, SharkStriker is able to assist its network of partners and customers through effective 
augmentation of cybersecurity posture as per use cases, extending visibility, compliance 
management, and round-the-clock support for incident response.    

Through a team of threat-striking experts, they have made their presence across MEA, North 
America, Europe, and Asia.

|  Globally recognized, Globally trusted.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sharkstriker/
https://www.facebook.com/thesharkstriker/
https://twitter.com/TheSharkStriker
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-Rrin1Lio3SDagglJQ_Ptg
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